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Preface

The following papers provide facts as well as observations

and °Pinions concerning English language students at Kuwait

University. Over 70% of the students in the classes-observed

(19 classes; approximately 300 students) have been Kuwaiti,

wdth Rost of the others coming from Bahrain and other Gulf

states

The subjects chosen are not meant to be all-inclusive

but are rather a collection of specific topics. It is the

writers' intention, however, that these papers provide an

accurate perspective of Gulf Arab students studying English

in 1(uwait
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Introduction

These papers deal w±1h English language students attending

the*Faculty of Commerce, Economics and Political Science, oreof

five colleges which constitute Kuwait University. It is a

university requirement that all students pass thiee one-semester

courses in English. Elective English language courses which

emphasize reading and conversation are also offered. The English

language program began three years ago at the Faculty of Commerce

and expanded throughout the entire university system this year

(with the exception of the Faculty of Tw which requires French) °.

V-

Kuwaiti students entering the Uhiversity have had eight

years of prior English language study, while students from other

Gulf states have had less. Uhiversity English classes are taught

entirely in English with most instructors being native English

speakers having special training and qualifications in English

as a second language.

Although English is the medium of instruction in both the

Faculty of Science and the Faculty of Engineering, it is not

vital for Faculty of Cbmmerce students, as all their other

courses are taught in Arabic.
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(1)

Cral Communication

Spontaneous, Exuberant, Uninhibited. Gulf Arab students

approach oral language learning in a much different way than

students from most other cultures. Even though they often

speak ungrammatically in English, Gulf Arab students converse

openly and freely. They tend to be spontaneous, exuberant and

uninhibited in their use of English in the classroom. Because

they are fortunate enough to lack the inhibitions which so

often impair language learning,these students give immediate

,
,.respdnses aS opposed to slower, more thoughtful answers

characteristic of most other language learners.

With most foreign language learners, the willingness to

make grammatical errors (whidh.are the inevitable consequence

of trying to communicate freely and naturally in the target

language) does not come easily. In fact, one of the most

difficult tasks normally confronting,the language teadher is

establishing an environment.in wilich students feel.free to

communicate orally without worrying About grammatical

cOrrectness. However, it is not necessary to Wcrk at creating

this type of environment in Kuwait, as it already exists.



The willingness Of Gulf Arab students to,respond voluntarily

-6 oral questioning is overwhelming. For example, when the teacher

asks a question, the majority of'the students either immediately

raise their hand- indicatLig that they want to respond or they

Shout out spontaneous answers. Although one student may have

already answered the question, others may state with equal

authority the response they have in mind.

Along with unhesitant, free-flowing oral responses, Gulf

Arab students use language-acompanying gestures to the fullest

without appearing unnatural or stilted. This gives tnem the

appeaxance of ocmm alunicating orly to a greater extent
r'
their

words alone might indicate.

We have a Kuwaiti friend who, when he visits us, is always

the center of conversation. We had always considered his oral

English to be quite good, at least until we were asked to write

a detailed evaluation of his English language abilities. Dis-

criminating between grammaticality and ungrammaticality as

opposud to previously being aware of cormunication and non-

communication, it suddenly became apparent that his grammatical

use of English was atrocious. Yet he could ccmmunicate with

facility.

In Short, most Gulf Arab students are willing to participate

orally, even though they may not always be adept grammatically.

They speak self-assuredly Without pausing to reflect; unaware

(and in a certain sense, not caring) that their .speedh is often
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ungrammatical. They are self-confident, gregarious, group-

minded, and'enjoy communicating verbally.

Certain cultural factors: gregariousness, self-assuredness,

unrestricted behavioral freedom, sexual segregation, and Arabic

diglossia enhance the Gulf Arab student's particular facility

with oral English. The following is an elaboration of these

conditions.

1. Gregariousness. Aside from the amount of conversing

that goes on in the classroom, both in English and Arabic, there

are other signs of the Gulf Arab's gregarious nature. While

Western and Oriental students are accustomed to individual study,

Gul2 Arab students work better in groups. If there is a problem

to be solved, they prefer to approach it together. Assignments

done in pairs or by small groups of students are frequently of

higher quality than those done individually.

The students' preference for working together in the

classroom could stem from the fact that they seldom do things

individually in their social environment. While girls often

have tea together, and have nany occasions for parties (females

only), most men belong to a "dewania", i.e., a social group for

men, which neetS nightly. Houses are built with a separate

room for the men to have a place to meet and socialize. Constant

group interaction and conversation are the result of living con-

\dj,:ticms which include numerous Children and extended families of

seven to twenty pecp2 living together under the same roof.
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This togetherness and emphasis on conversation is a factor

contributing to their facility in using a foreign language for

purposes of oral ccurrnmdcation.

2. Selt-Assuredness. Self-assuredness, which must be

encouraged in many other foreign language students, is already

present in Gulf Arab students. They speak out confidently, never

hesitating over grammatical exactness. In fact, they don't accept

criticism well and don't always acknowledge error as such. Arabs

tend not to admit when they don't know something. For example,

when asking for directions a person may often be sent to the

wrong place, but he is rarely told.by the Arab informant that he

(the informant) simply doesn't know where the place in question is.

This attitude works to the students' advantage when using a

foreign language. For example, when a Gulf Arab student loses

track of the conversation, or is asked a direct question he

doesn't understand fully, he seldom lets on. Instead, he may

say something about what he did understand in the conversatiw

and carry on to elaborate his point. Gulf Arabs often have the

ability to dominate the conversation and, to a large degree,

determine its direction.

This self-assuredness, sometimes bordering on arrogance,

could stem in part from a sense of security developed in the grouo

ethic. It also appears to be a manifestation of a social prestige

currently felt by the "nouveau riche" Arabs. Kuwaitit, in part-

icular, are proud and ethno-centric.

9
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3. Unrestricted Behavioral Freedom. Kuwaiti children are

relatively free to do as they please. They run, play and talk

seemingly unrestrained in public as well as in private. They are

adored and coddled by almost everyone. If they break something,

it can be replaced. If they are too rowdy, the maid can take them

out. Voneteless, there are certain limitations concerning their

behavior in the prsence of their father.

This lack of restraint continues into adulthood within the

spheres not dictated by tradition and religion. Girls can buy

gold and all the clothes they want; boys can race their new cars

and go out nightly. They spend a gOod deal of their time with

members of the same sex within the extended family. They are

used to unrestrained verbal expression and are constantly giving

their firm opinion on any nuMber of issues open to question.

4. Sexual Segregation. Young men and'women live in

different worlds and are taught separately at the University as

well as throughout the entire educational system. The Faculty

of Commerce, Economics and Politioa1 Science is considered by

Kuwaiti standards to be co-educational and very'progressive.

While men and women do walk aroUlqd the same grounds, they do

not study together in the same classrooms. The Kuwaitis, in

particular, do not feel free (because of tradition) to engage

in open conversation with menibers of the opposite sex outside

the classroom. This sexual segregation may we21 be a factor

contributing to freedom from inhibitions which appear to
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develop in co-educational classes in other cultures.

5. Arabic Diglossia. Because Gulf Arab students speak a

language variation wlii.ch they consider not to have a gianuar, they

may also think that granmatical distinctions in spoken English are
4

unimportant. Grammatical scrutiny is certainly considered in

Mbdern Standard Arabic, but this language variation is used primarily

'in written form and is only spoken by the educated in formal situations.

Kuwaiti Arabic, on the other hand, is 'spoken by all'Kuwaitis in their

everyday conversations with friends and family. It is this language

variation which is considered to be free from hard and fast

grammar rules. It's no wonder, then, that students who see their

awn language dichotomized into colloquial and standard forms

(one simple and natural, the other grammatical and rule-bound)

assume that the same franewaic,exists in English.

7
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(2)

Names

Mr. Mike. When Gulf Arab students use English, they tend to

call westerners and Arabs alike by a proper title Mr., Mrs.,

Miss or Dr.) and their first name. Therefore, I introduce myself

the first day of class as "Michael Meinhoff" and carefully explain

that I may be called "Mr. Meinhoff" or simply "Michael" or "Mike,

but that "Mr. Mike" should not be used. Although most students

understand the distinction between "Mr.", "Mrs." and "Miss", and

are usually able to state the correct title plus last name when

asked directly, they are frequently unable to address or refer to

westerners correctly in their own-speech.

When investigating the Arabic language, the reason for this

consistent error becomes clear. In Arabic, the titles are /sa?:rd/

(1r.), /salids/ (Mrs.), and /anzsah/ (Miss). (As yet there is no

equivalent for "MS.") These titles are used with a person's first

name in Arabic. For example, a married wanan named Fatma Abduiia

Al-Rifai would be called "Saida Fatma", except on formal occasions

when "Saida Fatma Al-Rifai" would be used. On nO occasion would the

Arabic speaker link the title with the surname: hence "Saida Al-Rifai"

would never be used. It is clear, then, that the confusion in knowing

how to use titles a:4a names properly in English is due to the fact that

Arabs generally transfer the Arabic rules concerning names directly

-into their.English speech.

1 2
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The Naming Procedure. The following chart illustrates the

naming process through three generations:

MAN

(No name change occurs),_

INDMAN

Ahmed Abdulla Khalaf Fatma Abdul-Rahman Atallah

(first (father's. (surname) (first (father's (surname)

name) first name) . name) first name)

sct

GIIIDREN

ITarek Ahmed (Alxlu]Ja) Khalaf

(f.n.) (f.f.n.)(grand- (s.n.)

father's
name--

..optional)

Nadia Ahmed (Aodulla) Khalaf

(f.n.) (f.f.n.)(gE.f.n. (s.n.)

optional)
(Npte: There is no continuation of

-the wife's name in children)

SON'S MARRIAGE

MAN EFE

Same as son above iFawzia Ali Al -Khalidy

CHILDREN

SCN tXR

IIbrahim Tarek (PIrred) Khalaf Iman Tarek Uthrtv&O Khalaf

From this chart one can observe the process whereby the father's

family name and first name are always passed on to the children. His

first name is

girls alike.

used as a middle name for all of his children--boys and

The grandfather's-name is optional: it may or may not

be used. When used, it becomes the second middle name.

1 3
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The custom of a woman changing her last name at the time of her

marriage does not exist in the Gulf. A, woman keeps her last name

forever, but is not able to pass it on. Her last name, therefore,

remains different from her husband's and children's last name. It

is only formal documents such as her passport that bear both her own

name and the name of the man to whom she is married.

The Telephone Book. In the telephone book in Kuwait, names

are listed alphabetically in Arabic according to the first name. For

example, if you want to call Mbhammed Ali Mohammed Al-Khalidy, you

rust first look under the Mohammeds.. Then, you need to locate '

the Mbhammed Alis. If there is more than one Mohammed Ali, you

need to ohedk the third or last:name.

A Strange New System. Recently in Kuwait a "strange" system of

naming has appeared fram time to time in the society page of the local

Arabic newspapers; and it has caused Gulf Arabs some confusion. For

example, under a picture of a man'and woman at a formal gathering, it

might be said that Sheikha Al-Mandani and Mohammed Al-Mandani were

present. This normally indicates to Gulf Arabs that the two people,

Sheikha and,Mohammed, are probably brother and sister. However,

4
the picture shows MohamMed and his wife!

Because Gulf Arab women keep their full name in tact even after

'marriage, a western man and wife are consistently asked a few seemingly

odd questions when presenting documents with their names on them. For

excimple, my name is Michael Meinhoff and my wife's name is Joan.

"Is she your sister?" is the first question I am asked about Joan

4



Meinhoff. If I simply say "no", the second stated assumption might

be "Oh, She's your daughter, then".

15
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( 3 )

The Effects of Diglossia

English Doesn't Have A Grammar! When Gulf Arab students speak in

English, they are generally free-wheeling and spontaneous; that is

to say, they are vocally uninhibited. In addition,they are in full

control of language-accompanying g...stures. They speak to communicate;

and have learned to get by without paying much attention to the

"rules" of the language. Consequently, their ability to communicate

ri
orally is quite good, as they not only speak freely, but also appear

to understand what is being said around then. In comparison, their

ability in reading and writing English i., much lower. However, what

is the most surprising is that their scores on basic structure or

grammar tests are extremely low in simple comparison to their

ability to communicate orally.

For most of us who have studied a foreign language this is

an unusual situation. We have learned foreign languages through

believing that we were discovering grammar rules which,concurrently

allowed us to develop our ability to master the language.. We took

the rastery of these rules to go hand in hand with our prOgression

in the target language.

It is interesting to note, then, that Gulf Arab students don't

generally follow this line of thinking. In fact, more than one

Arab student has tried to convince me that the English language

doesn't really have a greulzr; and that if I want to know what a

grammar really is, I should study Modern Standard Arabia!

10
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To understand these students reasoning about grammar and

why the development of their English language skills differs

frOm most other language learners', we need to look into their

Arabic language baCkground.

Pialossia: An Explanation Of The Students' Arabic Language

BaCkgrOund. Charles Ferguson wrote a paper in 1959 entitled

"Diglossiau inWhiCh Ie dharacterized a language environment which,

in fact, exists in Kuvait and the other Arab Gu2f states with

respect to Arabic. Ferguson defines diglossia as

a relatively stable language situation in which,
in addition to the primary dialects of the language
(dhial may include a staridard or.regional standards),
there is !a very divergent, highly codified ((yEtan-
grammatically more complex) superposed variety, the
vehicle of a large and respected body of written
literature, either of an earlier period or in an-
other speech community, which is learned largely
by formal eduCation and is used for most written
and formal spoken purposes but is not used by any
sector of the community for ,ordinary conversation.1

Applying the above definition to the language situation in Kuwait,

we can see that Kuwaiti Arabic is a dialect of Arabic, or more specific-

allY, the regiOnal standard Variety of Arabic. On the othe:: hand,

Mbdern Standard Arabic is a superposed variety of Arabic. To say that 4

Modern Standard Arabic is "superposed" means that it is never the

primarY, native variety of the lanauage learned by children in the

normal way a mother tongue is learned, but is, instead, taught formally

lc
erguso n, iglossia", Word, vol. 15, 1959.

1 7
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in the schools.

Function. Two varieties of Arabic, i.e., Kuwaiti Arabic and

Modern Standard Arabic, are used by Kuwaitis. .Kuwaiti Arabic is

appropriate in some circumstances and Modern Standard Arabic in

others. The following chart explains thesituations in which

each variation is used.

LANGUAGE SITUATION
MODERN

STANDARD 'ARABIC
KUWAITI
ARABIC

1. Conversation with family
and friends

X

2. Cbnversation with servants,
workmen and clerks

X

3. Discussion groups at the X
University

4. Kuwaiti plays on T.V. X

5. Writing a letter

6. greurspapers X

7. A formal speech X d

8. News broadcasts X

9. Textbooks X

The Effects.Of Dialossia On Gulf Arabs Learning A Foreign Language.

'Many of the Gulf Arab students have a problem determining thesdifference

in English between grammatically acceptable language variations and

-ungrammatirn1 statements. That is'to say, when a student makes an

error in English like "He go to school", he may feel that what he

has said would be quite acceptable in most informal spoken situations,

jbut that the teadher is just trying to.teach him a f

13
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variety which he would probably never have occasion to use anyway;

that is, unless he plans on giving formal speeches or broadcasting

the news in English!

This problem of not being able to recognize the difference

in English between thestolloquial and the ungrammatical stems from

the students' Arabic language background. Kuwaiti Arabic is

learned as a mother tongue but is not taught in school, whereas

Modern Standard Arabic is taught in school but never learned as

a mother tongue. As a consequence, from the Kuwaiti students'

point of view, Kuwaiti Arabic simply doesn't have a formal grammar,

for it Os never studied or analyzed in the classroom. Modern

Standard Arabic, on the other hand, is seen to have a complex

grammar, and everyone must study the complexities of this-language

in school.

Is English a language like Kuwaiti Arabic or a language like

Modern Standard Arabic; or is English to be seen as dichotomized

in terms orfunction the same way Kuwaiti Arabic and Modern

Stem-lard Arabic are Because Ar:ab students feel that Modern

Standard Arabic has an intrinsic prestige.and aloofness like no

other language, they may see foreiga languages in the same way

as they see other Arab dialects, which in their spoken form can vary

one from the other to the degree of mutlia? unintelligibility.

Following this line of reasoning, Gulf Arabs-might conclude that

foreign languages like English have no real explicit grammar when

19



simply used for ordinary conversation. Therefore, when English

teachers talk about grammatical correctness in colloquial speech,

many Gulf Arab students have difficulty in unrlerstanding this

seemingly undue concern for something that is not rule-oriented

and that should simply come about naturally with time and use. .

One of the major obstacles other foreign language learners

often face is learning to speak freely and naturally. Language

students in general are very conscious of grammatical rules and'

are always concerned with applying them correctly in their

speech. As often happens, this concern stifles their free

response and causes them to speak in an awkward fashion. As a

result, theit.speech is Choppy and language-accampanying gestures

are generally not used. In Short, their speech is usually quite

unnatural.

In contrast, Gulf Arab students possess an important psych-

logical advantage in language learning due to Arabic diglossia.

Because Kuwaiti Arabic (whiCh is used for ordinary conversation)

is not consirlPred .-to have a bona fide grammar and is never analyzed

in. school, the Students are not overly concerned with making

grammatirally correct Utterances when speaking in English. As

a resUlt, they are remarkably spontaneous and uninhibited in

their use of oral English.



(4)

What's The Antonym For. "Work"?

What's The Antonym For "Work"? When five classes of GUlf

Arab students were asked to give the antonym for "up", they

all said "down". And so it went with "black-white", "near-far",

"married-single", "optomist-pessimise, etc. But when asked

for the antonym for "work", most of the students replied

"unemployment". Although "unemployment" is certainly a legiti-

mate antonym for ''Idork", "play" would be the primary response

of most Americans. Could this seeming variation between the

responses by Gulf Arab students and Americans in general be

due more to a cultural difference than to a difference in

English language proficiency?

CUltural BackyLuund. Americans see "play" as being the'

opposite of "work" because-of a particular value systeat which

not only emphasizes this dichotomy but' also gives it an'

emotive bias. This is due to an early,Puritan influence in

ArrericaT and even today work is seen by many Americans as being

morally good, while non-work or play is seen as being morally

bad.

A criticism which may be made of Ameritans is that they

are so work-oriented that they have difficulty occupying them-

16



selves off the jc t. czid often extend.their work-week beyond

the accepted 40 hours. When Americans are on the job

they are supposed to work hard. It is only'after a

hard day's work that they may turn their attention to re-

laxation or to having-fun.

Compared to Americans, Gulf Arabs don't generally work

as hard on the job and, therefore, may not see work and play

as being dichotomized. They are more relaxed at work than

Americans generally are. For example, Arab employees in

Kuwait-may be seen reading a newspaper or drinking tea leisurely

at their desks, while their counterparts-in-America are for-

bidden to read "on the job" and can only "take a break" from

work at a designated time and in an assigned plaCe.

Continous social exchanges are another feature of the

Arab'S work day which makes it seem less structured than an

American's work day. In American society social exdhanges

with people encountered on the'job are kept to a minimum. In

most cases Americans would consider it wrong to."socialize"

on the job-. In an Arab society, however, sodialization is

a vital part of almost every encounter. Westerners often

make the Mistake of entpring an office or shop and asking

an Arab an immediate question 'ooncerning'some business at

hand. Their question iS usUally met with a smile and, "Firtt,

how are you?". Then after a fAendly greeting, "Sit down",

"Take your:rest", "Do you want anything? Tea? Pepsi?". It is

difficult for sOmeone brought up on the "work-play" dichotomy

22
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to recognize that_nothing seems to be hurried in Kuwait. There

always seems to be plentY of time to do whatever needs to be

done; if not today, tomorrow or "after tomorrow".

Sociolinguistics. In order to help explain why most Gulf.

Arabs choose "unemployment" as an antonym for "work", an

analysis of the students' own cultural frame of reference could

be helpful. Same sociolinguists might claim that the students'

response is due to certain factors related to their society in

general. For example, because Gulf Arab society is spared

the work ethic stemming from the Puritan religion, and because

work and relaxation are both an integral part of life "on the

job", the idea of work being diametrically opposed to play

doesit have much cultural support. Therefore, "work" may primarily

be viewed in terms of Pmployment, Le:, having a job. And, of

course, the antonym for "work" in the sense of having a job is

"unemploment".

In the absence of mote investigation, many theories about

why Gtlf Arabs tend to choose "unemployment" as the antonym for

"wade could be presented. Some sociolinguists might claim

that these particular students' response is due to the fact that

they are all Faculty of Commerce students and that they are eimply

responding within a business or technical frame of reference.

AlthOugh there are many possibilities, including the one

that cultdral or social factors don't play any significant part

3
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in the students' choice of the word "unemplgyment", this paper

provides an example of how significant social considerations

can be in providing explanations for certain language behavior.

19 ";



( 5 )

Report On Student Preference

Aquestionnaire was given to the Faculty of Commerce English

language students during the middle of the Spring Semester, 1976.

Out of approximately 600 registered students studying English, 408

filled out the questionnaire. This indicates that just over two-

thirds of the students were given the questionnaire (the remainaer

were either absent on the day the questionnaire was circulated or

were in a section in which the instructor did not circulate the

questionnaire).

The students were asked to choose fram four basic language

skills (i.e., SPEAKING, READING, WRITING, LISTENING) which aspect

of English they were most intPrested in learning. They were also

asked to indicate which skill they felt would be the most useful'

to them in their future careers.

The Skill The Students Are Nbst Interested In Learning. More

than two-thirds of the students chose SPEAKING (69.2%) as the

aspect of English they were most interested in learning. Barely

toyer one-tenth of the students Chose READING (12.9%) cr'IISTENTNG

(11.4%) as the skill they wanted to develop most. WRITING was

considered by only 6.5% of the students as having tap priority.

The Skill Needed Most For Their FUture Career. Over three-

quarters of the students chose SPEAKING (78.4%) as the English

2 5
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language skill destined to be the most useful to them in their

future careers. The other three Skills were each dhosen'by well

under 10% of the students as being of primary irrportanoe on the

job (READING and WRITING were eadh chosen by 7.5% of the students;

0
LISTENING by 6.6%).

Conclusion. The above figures indicatea preference for.

SPEAKING as the skill the students would like to see emphasized

in their English language courses. The remaining three

were all preferred by approximately the same low percentage of

students. Therefore, no very clear second,third or last choice

is indicated by the results.

What About LISTENING? It is interesting to find.that LISTENING

rates so much lower than SPEAKING in the studentS' estimation',

since fruit the language teacher's point of view, these two

skills are seen to be very ccmplEmentary. For example, when a

stUdent speaks in class,it is hoped that his 4assmates will

be able to understand what is being said, if for no other reason

than to be able to respond. Language teachers tend to believe

that half the ability involired in speaking a foreigfi language

comes fram being able to understand whaq- is being said.

Nevertheless, there have been courses designed to give primary

stress to SPFAKING alone, but these-have generally been for

beginners. They stress that the student continually repeat

Phrases or sentences, and that they work with highly structured
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material often in the form of pattern practices or other such

drill aimed at controlled variant word manipulations. Under

these conditions, students can at times respond correctly

without knowing what they are actually saying. In this kind

of language learning no real oommunication.in the target language

actually takes Place. A course of this type uould be highly

unsuited to GUlf Arab students who truly seem to enjoy communicating

in English.

In fact, what the English language students at the Faculty

of Commerce want and view as being of primary importante is a course

(o:r courses) _in oral aaMmunication; that is, a course which

emphasizes the development of both the speaking and listening skills.

In this type of'course listening comprehension should be

considered an integral and equal part of a curriculum which en-

courages and, in fact, demands student oral participation.

If this is the type. of English program the students want, why

the wide variance between the percentage of students.who Chose

SPEAKING ana those who chose LISTENING? First of all, the listening

skill may be assumed to develop when one considers SPEAKING as the
tr

skill to be emphasized. However, the reverse is not true. In a

listening course iecannot be assumed that SPEAKING will be em-

phasized. Secondly, Gulf Arabs are very gregarious and verbally

uninhibited. Speech is seen by them to be a very, positive attribute.

It could be that simply listening without speaking (without con-

tributing orally) is regarded in their own speech environments as a
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sign of either disinterest or ignorance.

During several rather formal lectures in English On either

language teaching or linguistics, it was observed that the Arabs

who teadh English were, by and large, quite verbal either during

the lecture, in terms of trying to second guess the lecturer, or

after the lecture, in terms of asking questions. The second

guessing was noticeable in that the words blurted out so assuredly

were often "off the track". The questions posed to the lecturer

were noticeable in that they often sealed inappropriate, or to be

statements rather than questions. This seems to be an example

of an Arab's tendency to "listen actively". In other words,

responding to the lecture may have been just as important as ,

listening to it.

Another factor which may explain the students' strong pre

ference for SPEAKING over LISTENING is that there already exist

two commonly accessible and very oopular outlets for listening to

English in Kuwait. One is American programs on Kuwait television

such as "The Mystery Movie", "Kung FU" and "Gunsmoke". The other

is American films regularly shown at a number of theaters in town.

A/though the students have these two readily available outlets for

listening to English outside the classroom, many students claim that

they never have occasion to speak English outside the classroom.

This may account, in part, for the students' general consensus that

practice in speaking is more important in the classroom than practice

in listening. z8
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"For Nothing!"

The Gulf Arab students observed at the Faculty of CcmmerCe

almost always respond to "Thank you" with the expression "For

nothing". It is interesting to explore why E,nd where the students

picked up this expression, for it is not one that isused by

native speakers of English.

The most common response by native speakers of English to 'Thank

you" is "You're welcome". Some other common re3ponses made by

native speakers are "Not at all", "Don't mention it", "O.K.",

and "Sure". The expression used by native speakers that comes

the closest to "For nothing" is "It's nothing".

A Distortion Of "It's Nothing"? Could it be that Gulf Arab

students have distorted "It's hothing", a relatively uncommon

English response to "Thank you", and came up with "For nothing"?

It is doubtful. Students who were interviewed claim that they

learned "For nothing",from their former English teachers, but

that they had never heard "It's nothing" used in their intermediate

and secondary school English classes. This leads one to the con-

clusion that if, indeed, a distortion of "It's nothing" has been

made, it must have been made,by the students' previous instructors,

VhD, from the beginning, taught it to.the students. The vaSt majority
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of the students' previous English instructors have been Arabs

whose native language is Arabic, not English. It seems highly

unlikely that they would all came across arelatively uncommon

response to "Thank you", distort it, and teach it "en masse"

to their students.

A Translation From Arabic? By far the most common response

in Arabic for '"Thank you" Aukran/ is /afwan/, which is most often

translated as "You're welcome". Same other common, but less

frequently used responses to Aukran/ are /ahlen/, /mminun/ and

/yahala/. None of these come Close to being a literal translation

of "For nothing". This leaves real doubt as to the possibility of

"For nothing" actilally coming from a literal Arabic translation.

A Translation Frua French? The most common response in

French for "Thank you" /mErsi/ is /darii0/ which can be literally

translated as "For nothing". Could it be, then, that the Arab

non-native English instructors (wao expose all Kuwaiti students to

English for 8 years prior to University study) use "For nothing"

due tO the fact that it is a. literal translation in English of the

Frendh Abri^61/? It is possible, since a good many Arab English

teachers in the secondary and intermediate sdhools in Kuwait are

Egyptian and have a strong background in Frendh. Assumably they

found the literal translation of "derien" more to their liking

(andAn: more familiar) than the rather strange English expression

"Ybu're welcome".
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"You're Welcome" Taken Literally. "You're welcome", if thought

of literally, does not make as much sense as "For nothing" in terms

of a response to "Thank you". Thought of literally, "You're welcome"

would seem to be what you might say to someone at the door of your

house when you want to usher him in. The Arab English teachers may

have thought of "You're welcome" as "You're welcome to my house".

Another possible meaning of 'You're welcome" is 'You have my permission"

as in "You're weloome to look around". Therefore, I suggest that

the Arab English teachers in the intermediate and secondary schools

adopted "For nothing" as a reSponse to "Thank you" because the

literal meaning of "You're welcome" does not appear to them to fit

as Naell as the literal translation of the French "derien".
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Tao Pronunciation Errors

The Most Noticeable. The most noticeable and common error

Gulf Arabs tend to make is,the substitution of /b/ for /p/. For

example, students tend to say /barti/ for the En4lish word "party"

and /biksgar/ for "picture". This is quite understandable for

Arabic does not have the /p/ phonerrn.

The grapheme in Arabic script corresponds to the /b/

phoneme. It is this grapheme which is used'when foreign words

normally spoken with a /p/ phoneme are incorporated into Arabic.

For example, the word "Pakistan", which is pronounced /baekrstx.n/

by Gulf Arabs, is written in Arabic script with the grapheme.

Similarly the name "Paul" must be written with the initial ".,;"

in Arabic and, as you would expect, is pronOunced /bal/.

The Second Most Noticeable. The second most noticeable

pronunciation error Gulf Arabs occasionally make is Alk/ for

In other words, a /k/ sound is sometimes added to a'word ending

with /7/. For example, one can hear /nbeInk/ instead of /1-10I)//

for the English word "nothing". This is noticeable when the

word normally ending in Al/ comes at the end of an utterance,

or is said in isolation.

Although all the students pronounce words ending in fri/

correctly throughout most of their discourse, at times when

3 2"
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they pause or want to be more emi.thatic, soMe of them add the

/k/ sound to the end of the word. For example, in a short

conversation with a student I heard him say /sliprrik/ for

"sleeping", /layik/for "long", and /distzrbrik/.for "disturbing".

However, this same student also pronounced these and other

words ending in /1/ correctly during the same oonversation. In

other words, /1/ and /ylk/ are used interchangeably.

This problem stems flout the fact that Arabic doesn't have

the /1/ sound. Because Words ending in /1/ in English are

written with a .final "ng", they are sometimes over-pronounced

by Gulf Arab students. For exdmple, the word "sing" may he

Pronounced /srrig/, although the'/nk/ ending is much more common.

So it seems that two steps are generally involved in the

pronunciation of /n/. First, the /g/ phOneme is added to the

end of the word. Second, the /g/ phoneme is Changed to /k/.

The mispronunciation of /1/ can carry aver into the.

writing of Enalish. For example, in Kuwait there is a store

selling household goods which has a sign above the door in

English reading "STORE FOR HOME THINKS".

3 3
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EMpty-Space Fillers

/hx'S2)/...4zsma/.../ya,2ni/ .... These three Arabic words,

/haiSa/, /nsma/ and /yalani/, are used by Some Gulf Arab speakers

of English as empty-space fillers. When there is a break in their

speech, or when there might otherwise have been a break in their

speech, Gulf Arabs tend to insert one of the above expressions.

/112c2W means "this", Aizsmaimight best be translated as "What

you call it" and /yalni/ Means "I mean" or "that is".

These words are used in English to varying degrees depending,

in part, upon the level of oral fluency the Arab student has attained.

It appears that the less ahae studentg in English conversation

use all three expressions; but the-first to disappear as English

fluency increases is /11a2.W. The next to go is 4rsma/, nd

the last is /yalni/. It is interesting to note that some Arabs,

whose oral fluency is extremely high, still frequenfly usVy-ceni/

in.their English conversation.

_ /yaani/. /yaani/ is the most common empty-space filler

used in Gulf Arabic, so it's not too surprising that it is also

used frequently by Arab students speaking in English. Aside,from

functioning as an empty-space filler, it also functions as an

expression'signifying elaboration. These two separate functions

of /Yaani/ can be identified in English. For example, in

3
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/yaani/ I have a test, /yalni/ I can't came to class today,
/y2tani/ you must help me /yaani/.

the first and last:/yaani/ can be considered as empty-space fillers,

while the Middle two seem more to be used to signify an elaboration

or continuation of thought. The seCond and third /yaani/ can be

considered as an untranslated expression meaning "I mean" or "tha4:

is", whereas ..he first and fourth /yani/ can not. In other words,

if translated into English, the second and third /yaeni/ would

be acceptable, but the first and fourth would not. /yaani/ is

also used in-response to such questions as, "How was your

weekend?" or "Was the lecture interesting?". In these cases,

/Irani/ means "so-so", "not good, but not bad".

What's the significance of all this? Simply that a large

number of Gulf Arab'studentt use the Arabic word /yani/ a

good deal of the time when speaking in English.

c.
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Dormant Reasoning Abilities

Introduction. Gulf Arab .students tend to do poorly in courses

which require :them to reason mit or analyze problems on their own.

When students do poorly on examinatiOns which test reading com-

prehension, many people assyme that what is needed is more work

on reading skills. However, what Gulf Arab students generally

need is work on how to reason. Reasoning out problems ur

situations is a skill which can be taught and learned.

Reading. Gulf Arab students often read a passage believing

that.they understand everything about it. While they are able to

answer questions taken directly from the reading, they seem to

have much more difficulty in answering questions which require

making inferences or drawing conclusions. 'Comprehension

questions are often taken lightly, and subtleties in written

materials are often skimmed over and missed.

Writing. Teachers in the Faculty of Science, where English

is the medium of instruction, often complain that the students

are unable to write on the'specific subject asked for on reports

or essay examinations. Unless they are allowed to write on some-

thing they have studied almost verbatim, they generally have trouble

responding to the assigned topic. Again, the problem doesn't
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center around the students not being able to express them-
.ci

selves in writing in English, but rather around the fact

that they are generally unable to transfer knowledge from one

specific or general example to certain similar cases.

Background. The primary reason for the students' -

ability to make inferences or draw conclusions on their own is that

they have never really been required to do so before entering

the University. The emphaqis in their previous schooling has

been on retaining facts and memorizing answers. ,EVen at the

university level'many students don't actually read the assigned

material. They expect the professor to Aictate the important

material to 'them during the lectures. As long as the professor only

asks them to regurgitate some of the material back to him, they

are quite able to surVive. However, if the professor suddenly asks

students individually, as on a written examination, to respond to

a situation not actually elaborated beforehand in class, they

are at a loss.

Behavior Indicative Of Dormant Reasoning Abilities. Scme Gulf

Arab students tend to behave in certain ways in the English language .

classroom which indicate that they are not thinking analytically.

Students often lack patience in answering written questions, fail

to read instructions and/or base conclusions on hunches or intuition.

What follows is an elaboration of these three indications.
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1. Lack Of Patience. When faced with reading comprehension

questions requiring analytical thinking, Gulf Arab students generally

lack the patience to isolate the oorrect answer. In answering

multiple choice questions, for example, it is important bo not only

know what you think the oorrect response is, but also why you

think the other responses are incorrect. Same students try to

short-cut this thinking process, or are simply not oonsciously

aware of it.

1.'

When asked to choose the best answer, b, the following question,

many students chose either "A" or "B".

"Mass clan-tuber transportation" refers to a

AL) big machine that oontrols heavy traffic
13), large traffic jam in an urban area
C) large number of people traveling together

The students who'chose "A" claim to have confused the "r.inimMuter"

in the question with the word "computer". They knew the meaning of

both words, but since at first glance a "mass commuter" seemed to re-

fer to a "big machine", they felt there'was no need to look further.

The students who chose "B" alqo claim to have made their choice on

the basis of Matching a few words like "mass" in the cuestion4th

"large" in the answer, "transportation" with "traffic", and "aommuter"

with "urban". It seems that the majority of the Students who" missed_

this question did so, not because they didn't know the meaning of the

indivipal words, and not because they didn't know the-English

sentence structure, lilt because they didn't take time to read the

question carefully and reaSon cut the coirect answer from the in-

correct ones.
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Evidence of 'lack of patience in lOoking up the spelling of

a word, and of negligence in making sure the word discovered has

a suitable definition is openly displayed for all to see. A

restaurant in Kuwait which specializes in chicken proudly ad-

vertises "Fright Chicken".

2. Don't Read Instructions. Many Gulf Arab students tend

not to read the instructions before doing a written assignment or

'taking a test. They often do very badly simply because they don't

understand what's required of them. Even when directions are clearly

written at the top of a worksheet, quiet mutterings of /n-nu halb/

(What's this?) or Alun sau-wi/ (What do we do?) are scattered through-

out the roam. This does not occur because the students c.an't read

what's,icefore them. All one needs to do in response to the students'

questjons is point to the word "directions" on the paper and the

students,rake an understanding acknowledgement. But even then the

directions may only be looked at long enough for the student to

think he probably knows what to-do. In other words, directions

.are rarely read completely for total comprehension.

3. Respond On The Basis Of A General Impression. When asked

to choOse from two or more alternatives, Gulf Arab students tend

-to be passive,in their thinking. That is to say, they spend little

time actively reflecting on the possible choices, but instead'choose

one on the basis of a fea clues, a feeling, or a guess.

Wljen asked to Choose the best paraphrase for the following

sentence, many students choe either. "A" or "C".

3 9
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Botswana's future seemed as empty as its arid countryside.

PO Botswana, a hot and dry county, had a barren countryside.
B) The years to come in Botswana appeared to be hopeless.
C) Almost nothing grows in the desert in Botswana.

A number of students who chose "A" maintained that they did so

on the basis of knowing that the word "arid" in the main sentence meant

"hot and dry" which they found in response "A". The students who

chose "C" claimed that because the main sentence says the countyside

is arid, this means that "nothing grows" as is indicated in "C".

Also, same maintained that they knew "C" to be factually correct

because Kuwait is an "arid" country and "nothing grows" in the

desert in Kuwait; and this is'why they chose it.

As indicated by the students' explanations above, the key word

in their minds was "arid". This is because "arid",was included as

a new vocabulary item and was discussed at length in class before

the examination. The students assumed, therefore, that any question

with "arid" in it on the examination would (and should) be testing

this uord airectly.

Another example of students,choosing an answer on the basis

of an impression or feeling rather than on the-basis of sound

reasoning is the following. The students heard the song "Listen

to the Bain" by Jose Feliciano played several tim-s. They were

then asked same true and false questions, one of which was "The man

singing probably likes the rain": Everyone agreed that the answer
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is "true"; however, the reasons for choosing this answer were in-

teresting. A few students said that the song had a gOod beat and

therefore must be a happy song and thus the man singing must like

the rain. Another student said the singer wouldn't sing about

the rain unless he liked it. Of course, there were also some

students in the class who were able to cite the lines in the song

that indicated that the singer did, in fact, like the rain.

A good nuMber of Gulf Arab students seem to put little value

on reasoning as a means of solving problems. They don't appear to

view academic problems as being susceptible to analysis. They

either know 'the answer almost immediately or they don't; and if

they don't, they siily use their intuition; i.e., they guess.

When given written tasks which are quite challenging, the students

way at first try with interest to work them through, but then same

of the less motivated readers simply give up, getting the answers from

someone else. Also, dictionaries or other aids are rarely used un-

less required by the teacher. Generally students would rather

guess at a needed word than spend time looking it up.

Conclusion. Gulf Arab students score poorly on assignments

and tests requiring reasoning not because they are stupid, but be-

cause they don't know how to use the intelligence they have. How

to reason, i.e., how to think analytically, is a skill that can be

taught. Who shoulateach it to students in Kuwait, and when, are

questicns open for discUssion.
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